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Lori Quinn and Bryman Suttle
Editors’ Note:  Carolina Planning regularly publishes a feature highlighting projects from members of the 
North Carolina Chapter of the American Planning Association (NCAPA).  This year’s submissions focus 
on initiatives that are reinforcing the relevancy of planning in various North Carolina communities.  From 
case studies discussing the role of robust plans in shaping the future of a community to articles highlighting 
the importance of using data to help inform planning activities and funding, these writers provide valuable 
insights into the important role North Carolina planners play in shaping the futures of their communities.
Judy Francis, AICP, is the Western Programs Coordinator for 
the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Office of Conservation Planning & Community Affairs.  She 
serves as the Executive Secretary for the N.C. Mountain 
Resources Commission and is based in Asheville, NC. 
Glenn Simmons, RLA, AICP, is a Registered Landscape 
Architect and Principal Planner with the joint Winston-Salem 
and Forsyth County Planning Department.  Currently he heads 
the Comprehensive Planning and Implementation section of the 
City-County Planning Department. 
Corey Liles serves as Planner for the Research Triangle 
Foundation of North Carolina, manager and developer of 
the Research Triangle Park. He provides technical input and 
other support for land-use and infrastructure projects in RTP, 
including the new Master Plan.
Lori Quinn works as a Planning Coordinator for the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Planning Department.  She earned her Master 
of Arts in Geography from the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte and has experience applying GIS in land development 
analysis, environmental analysis and database design.
Bryman Suttle works for the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning 
Department.  He has over 10 years of experience as a community 
planner.
As one of the fastest growing states in the country, 
North Carolina needs visionary planning now more than 
ever.  The NCAPA-contributed articles in this feature 
highlight various tools and approaches that reinforce the 
importance of the planning profession in guiding the state’s 
future.  Below is an overview of the pieces:
Western North Carolina Vitality Index
Judy Francis discusses the Western North Carolina 
Vitality Index, a product of the Mountain Resources 
Commission, and the need for comprehensive and publicly 
available environmental, economic, and cultural data.  The 
new web-based decision support tool is designed to inform 
and encourage regional decision making with an emphasis 
on quantitative metrics that measure sustainability.  Francis 
highlights the importance of this tool in combining various 
data sources and indicators that are related to sustainability 
and are relevant to the entire Western region of North 
Carolina. 
Comprehensive Plans and Key Public Investments: 
Promoting Land Uses that Generate Positive Fiscal 
Impacts
Glenn Simmons examines the fiscal implications of 
different development patterns and suggests that Winston-
Salem and Forsyth County maximize the investment 
benefits of public resources and promote fiscally efficient 
land uses in their upcoming comprehensive plan. 
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Simmons recommends that planners consider the tax base, 
sustainable land use, and public investment implications 
of higher density versus low density development.  The 
article emphasizes the opportunity for planners to use 
comprehensive plans to targete public investments 
specifically to spur private investment.
Positioning Research Triangle Park for Continued 
Prosperity
Corey Liles confers the major features of the new 
Research Triangle Park (RTP) Master Plan.  The plan 
recognizes the need to capitalize on partnerships and 
promote clustered, mixed use development in order for 
RTP to remain competitive with other global innovation 
centers.  Liles highlights the importance of responding 
to the needs of the businesses it is trying to attract while 
also building RTP’s community brand.  The article also 
highlights the history of the development of RTP, the role 
that partnerships played in its creation, and the importance 
of partnerships in building its future.
Area Plan Implementation Program:  From Paper to 
Progress
Lori Quinn highlights Charlotte’s Area Plan 
Implementation Program, a planning and database initiative 
that inventories, analyzes, tracks funding, and documents 
recommendations from a variety of adopted city plans.  The 
program empowers planners to work with the community 
to produce and deliver on plans with a realistic opportunity 
of implementation.  Quinn highlights the usefulness 
of the database in understanding costs associated with 
recommendations and encouraging collaboration between 
the Planning Department and other city business 
functions.
